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Mini-Ethnography: the GAMELAN Listserv 

             The GAMELAN listserv is a group that was founded on May 2, 1994 by several 

American scholars of gamelan, the Indonesian gong-chime ensemble, and related art forms.  

While the listserv’s archives and current communications are centrally hosted on the Dartmouth 

University server, the individual members (including over 500 gamelan musicians, scholars, and 

enthusiasts) are spread across Southeast Asia, North America, and Europe.  The activity on the 

listserv itself is generally limited to text-based emails, of which there are currently approximately 

twenty-five a week (based on my own observations of the listserv over the past year).  However, 

individuals also interact with each other through websites linked through the list emails, off-list 

email and telephone communications, and in person at musical events all over the world.  

Although the listserv is certainly not the only way that these musicians and scholars 

communicate online (or in general), it is the most centralized international forum for discussing 

issues important to the gamelan community. 

                While all of the emails are related in some way to gamelan (or news deemed to be 

important to the international gamelan community), there are a number of common topics that 

members address.  They fall most neatly into the following categories: 

 

1) Concert announcements 

                This is perhaps the most common type of post on the listserv.  Generally at least once a 

week, the leaders of university, community, or professional gamelan ensembles will invite the 

entire listserv to that gamelan’s upcoming performance.  Such announcements generally include 

the ensemble’s name and director, the time and location of the concert, and generally some 



information on repertoire and/or guest performances.  While the international gamelan 

community represented on this listserv is extremely far-flung and certainly most could not travel 

across the world on a whim, the very nature of research and performance within this community 

requires its members to be physically actively involved in the music scene on multiple 

continents, and thus it is quite possible for someone who hails from Batuan, Bali, Indonesia, to 

be in New York City (or vice versa) on a particular weekend. 

 

2) Other event announcements 

                While the vast majority of events announced on the listserv are about concerts, 

members also announce other types of events of interest.  These events can be anything from 

film screenings of historical footage from Bali or Java, upcoming workshops in different cities, 

CD or book releases, or announcements about the founding of new ensembles or programs.  Like 

the concert announcements, these event announcements generally include all pertinent 

information about the location and date (if any) for the event, as well as the names and contact 

information for important individuals involved with the project.   

 

3) Discussions of political and social events affecting the gamelan community 

 Given that much of the community’s attention is centered around the Indonesia as the 

center of gamelan culture, there are frequent posts about the status of legal or economic policies 

as they affect the arts in Indonesia, and/or the ability of Indonesians/Westerners to travel back 

and forth between Indonesia and other countries.  These discussions are extremely varied; some 

recent topics of interest include President Obama’s planned visit to Indonesia in the summer of 



2010, Indonesian pornography laws (which it was feared might affect indigenous, non-Muslim 

art), and the change in Indonesian visa policies. 

 

4) Technical discussions about instruments or ensembles 

 While much of the interaction on the listserv is social or cultural rather than practical, 

scholars sometimes pose questions about instrument tunings, construction, or repair to the entire 

group for discussion.  The most commonly reoccurring theme is how to transport and care for 

gamelan instruments in non-tropical climates without damaging them, as most ensembles located 

outside of Indonesia are in climates that are not conducive to bamboo (and sometimes even 

bronze) instruments. 

 

5) Searches for contact information 

 While the list has a large membership, there are many members of the gamelan 

community who are not active on the listserv.  These individuals range from internationally-

acclaimed scholars and musicians to traditional artists who may have no web presence at all, to 

non-gamelan artists who have occasionally performed with gamelan ensembles but are generally 

considered to be outside the community.  This function helps individuals find musical artists 

outside of the listserv. 

 

6) Death announcements 

 Unfortunately, the announcements of exceptional artists, dancers, and scholars who have 

recently passed away are common in this community.  Especially in the case of local Indonesian 



artists, this may be the only way that the international community will come to know about the 

deaths of individuals they may not have heard from in many years. 

While the majority of members of this listserv may not know each other personally, or 

interact with each other directly on a regular basis, the members of the GAMELAN listserv can 

be seen as a community—one that existed and exists outside of the listserv, but one that 

figuratively gathers there in order to exchange information, share thoughts, and learn about 

important events related to their interests and livelihoods.  Whether the listserv itself is a 

community or not is another question.  T.A. Renee Lysloff, himself a sometime participant in 

this group, may describe such a listserv as a set of “archaeological finds,” as the members 

themselves do not generally interact in real-time.  It might be more prudent to view the listserv as 

at least a meeting site for a community if it cannot be called a community itself, as it is a place 

where members congregate for discussion.  The members gather based around a common interest 

(gamelan music, scholarship, and performance), but the discussions extend far beyond the 

specifics of these themes, including personal invitations to events and the commemoration of the 

successes and lives of its members.  The members use the listserv to organize in-person and 

online meetings, and help each other in areas that are crucial to their personal and professional 

lives.  The level of exchange and discussion between these individuals clearly makes the 

GAMELAN listserv an important part of the larger international gamelan community.   

 


